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ABSTRACT

Representations by means of path integrals are used to find spinor and isospinor struc-
ture of relativistic particle propagators in external fields. For Dirac propagator in an
external electromagnetic field all Grassmannian integrations are performed and a general
result is presented via a bosonic path integral. The spinor structure of the integrand is
given explicitly by its decomposition in the independent 7-matrix structures. A similar
technique is used to get the isospinor structure of the scalar particle propagator in an
external non-Abelian field.
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Propagators of relativistic particles in external fields {electromagnetic, non-Abelian or gravita-

tional) contain important information about quantum behavior of these particles. Moreover, if such

propagators are known in arbitrary external field, one can find exact one-particle Green's functions

in the corresponding quantum field theory, taking functional integrals over the external field. Dirac

propagator in an external electromagnetic field distinguishes from one of a scalar particle by a com-

plicated spin or structure, and its explicit form was unknown in general case until present time. One

can find Dirac propagator in special configurations of electromagnetic field, thus, in these particular

cases its spinor structure can be described explicitly. In fact, there are only few configurations of ex-

ternal field, where that can be done: constant homogeneous electromagnetic field [1], electromagnetic

plane wave [2,3], crossed electric and magnetic fields [4,5], and combination of constant homogeneous

electromagnetic field with plane wave field [6-8]. To investigate the structure of Dirac propagator in

general case, and, in particular, its spin structure, one cart use path integral representations of the

propagator. Such representations were already discussed in the literature for a long time in different

contexts [9,10,6,3,5,11-20]. Over recent years this activity got some additional motivation to learn

on simple examples how to quantize by means of path integrals more complicated theories, such as

string theory, gravity and so on. Non-Abelian external field makes the structure of relativistic particle

propagators more complicated because of an additional isospinor structure.

In this paper we consider a representation of Dirac propagator in arbitrary electromagnetic field

as a path integral over bosonic and grassmannian variables and demonstrate -chat all grassmannian

integrations can be performed so that a result can only be presented via a bosonic path integral of a

functional, the spinor structure of the latter being given explicitly. Similar technique can be used to

get the isospinor structure of the scalar particle propagator in an external non-Abelian field.

The propagator of a spinning particle in an external electromagnetic field A^x) is the causal Green's



function Sc(x, y) of Dirac equation in this field,

[7" («„ - gA^x)) - m\ S°(xr y) = -6<(x - y) , (1)

where x = (*"), [7* , 7"]+ = ^if, ^T = diag(l - 1 - 1 - 1), p,v = 075.

Consider a lagrangian form of the path integral representation (see [17]) for, transformed by 7 s =

7 V 7 V function Sc(x,y) = S%x,y)j5,

l DX [""'/ Del DX [ Dx

x I DTC f DTX f Vij>M{e) eip i t f - ~ - \m2 - giA{x) + i
J J J*(o)+<!>(i)-0 { Jo I 2e 2

+t (^f- - m / ) X - iM" + *<& + *xx] dr + ^n(l)^n(0)}|^_o , (2)

where [7* , 7"] = 2f/*", *,n = M . T4 = 75 . Vkn = diag(l - 1 - 1 - 1 - 1); 0n are auxiliary

grassmannian (odd) variables, anticommuting by definition with the 7-matrices; ^ ( T ) , e{r), Te(r)

are bosonic trajectories of integration; V>n(r)> x(T)? Tx(T) a r e °^^ trajectories of integration; and

boundary conditions c(0) = *,-„, x(l) = Xout, e(0) = e0, ^
n(0) + ^"(1) = 0", x(0) = Xo take place;

xpjndr)\ . (3)
JJ

We are going to demonstrate that the propagator (2) can be only expressed through a bosonic path

integral over coordinates z. To this end one needs to fulfil several functional integrations. First, one

can integrate over r e and r x , and then use arisen ^-functions to remove the functional integration over

e and x,

U ^ ( ^ ^ ) r (4)/ de0 Dz ^ M ( e 0 ) / (-^^
} Jo JXin JtA(o)+V)(i)-0 Jo \ eo

x exp It
\
t f

Jo
$ - %n2 - giA(x) + igtoF^x^V ~ ̂ " 1 dr f ^2 j2e0 2

fl=0

Then, it is convenient to replace the integration over ip by one over related odd velocities w,

e(r - T')UI(T')<IT' + ~8 , w(r) = ^>(T) , E(T) = sign r . (5)



There are not more any restrictions on u; because of (5) the boundary conditions for ip are obeyed

automatically. The corresponding Jacobian does not depend on variables and cancels with the same

one from the measure (3). Thus1 ,

= - \ exp T dec £"" Dx J V» M(e0) [^ - m

- ejm> - giA(z) - ^ . («)\
\e=o

where the measure Vu is

Vu = Du I Duexp I --u>neu)n >
- l

(7)

One can prove, that for a function f{9) in the Grassmann algebra, the following identity holds

k=0>

4 •(

(=0

C=o

C=o
(8)

where Cn are some odd variables. Using (8) into (6), we get

(9)

x exp
«0

with

(10)

\
0

(11)
0 - e

/

where pn(r) are odd sources for ujn(r). Integral in (10) is gaussian one. It can be easily done [21],

remembering its original definition [17],

'Here «nd further, we axe using condensed notation*, e.g. uitui = J drdr''tj(r)c(T — r') W(T') and «o on.



The ratio DetT(i|$)/DetT(*|O) in (12) can be replaced by DetAWs)/DetA(a:|O), due to the structure

(11) of the matrix T(z\g), and the latter can be presented in a convenient form, which allows one to

avoid problems with calculations of determinants of matrices with continuous indices,

Substituting (13) into (9), and performing functional differentiations with respect to p^, we get

-giA(X) + %f f' dg' Tr Q{x\g')F{z) A AJ Je i p
C=o

(14)

The differentiation over £ in (14) can be fulnlled explicitly, using eq. (8). Thus, finally

1 t°° flm!
C - - / deQ

-— - fm2 - gxA(x) , (15)
2e0 2 J J

where - £ (7^ 7 " ] _£ (7^ , 7 ] _ , (F(*)tf (*));„ = l e ^ ^ (F(*)Jif(*))a^, and e ^ is Levi-Civita symbol.

The eq.(15) gives a representation for Dirac propagator as a path integral over bosonic trajectories

of a functional, which spinor structure is found explicitly, namely, its decomposition in all independent

7-structures is given. The functional $(z,eo) can be called spin factor, and namely it distinguishes

Dirac propagator from the scalar one. One needs to stress that spin factor is gauge invariant, because

of its dependence of F^fx) only.

In the same manner one can describe the isospinor structure of relativistic particle propagators. Here

we restrict ourselves with a consideration of a scalar particle propagator in an external electromagnetic



A^x) and non-Abelian B^x) fields. Such a propagator is the causal Green's function Dc(x,y) of the

Klein-Gordon equation in the fields,

[(id -gA(x)- Ba(x)Ta)
2 - m2] Dc{x, y) = -S4(z - y) , (17)

where Ta are generators of a corresponding group. Choosing for simplicity SU(2) as the group, we

have Ta = \<ra, where aa are Pauli matrices. The propagator Dc can be presented via bosonic and

grassmannian path integrals [14,8],

Dc = Dc(xml,Xtn) = lerplia^} f°° de0 J De /*"" Dx
2 ( O0a ) JQ JCQ Jxin

xM(e) eip {« [ - !£ - \™2 ~ 9iA{x) - iB°(x)Ta - i<j>Ja + rJ + ^(1)^(0)1 , (18)

\f l
where 6a are auxiliary odd variables, anticommuting by definition with the <7-matrices; <f>a(

T) a r e

trajectories of integration and Ta = -ieabc4>b<t>c- All grassmannian integrals can be done similar to the

spinning particle case and final result presented in the form

£--^m2-gxA(x) j , (19)

exp j - ^ ' r f A l r e(x|A)fl(z)| , (20)

Q(x\X) - ^eQ-l{z\\)£ , g(«jA) = el - ^eR{z)e , Rab{x) = xBc{x)€cab ,

Lab(x) = Rab(x) - [R(x)g(x\l)R(x)]ab ,

where / is unit matrix in the group space. The isospinor factor (20) in (19) is presented by its

decomposition in the generators Ta of the SU{2) group. Explicit description of the spinor and isospinor

structure of Dtrac propagator in both Abelian and non-Abelian external fields is more complicated

problem which, nevertheless, can be solved in the frame of the same approach.
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